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The existence of ‘animal personality’, i.e. consistent
individual differences in behaviour across time and contexts, is an evolutionary puzzle that has recently generated considerable research interest. Although social
factors are generally considered to be important, it is
as yet unclear how they might select for personality.
Drawing from ecological niche theory, we explore how
social conflict and alternative social options can be key
factors in the evolution and development of consistent
individual differences in behaviour. We discuss how
animal personality research might benefit from insights
into the study of alternative tactics and illustrate how
selection can favour behavioural diversification and consistency due to fitness benefits resulting from conflict
reduction among social partners.
The evolution of animal personality
Within species or populations, individuals often vary consistently in their responses to environmental and social
challenges, such as how to find food, deal with predators, or
compete with conspecifics. Moreover, consistent individual
differences in behaviour are often correlated across functional contexts. Such ‘personalities’, ‘behavioural syndromes’ or ‘coping styles’ are apparently ubiquitous in
animals, including humans [1–7], but their ultimate causes
are still an evolutionary puzzle (Box 1).
A number of hypotheses have been proposed to explain
animal personality, either focusing on potential constraints or on adaptive causes [2,5,8,9]. While ecological
factors, such as the influence of predation, have been
proposed as important causes of personality variation
within populations [10], the potential significance of social
factors has received less attention (but see [11–14]). Here
we propose that social conflict and alternative social
options are of key importance for the development and
evolution of animal personality. Drawing from an analogy
to the ecological niche, we outline how within-species
competition for particular social niches can select for consistent individual differences among conspecifics. First, we
illustrate how the concept of the ecological niche can help
in understanding consistent behavioural variation among
members of a population. Second, we explain why social
conflict and the existence of alternative social niche options
can be key factors involved in the generation of animal
personality. Third, we highlight how consistent individual
differences in behaviour can be adaptive due to the
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reduction in conflict costs while saving the costs of switching between social niches. Fourth, we outline how specialisation by choosing a certain niche can affect the expression
of behaviours in other contexts, thereby potentially generating behavioural syndromes. Fifth, we discuss the significance of developmental plasticity for the generation of
adaptive personality differences. Sixth, we briefly review
the evidence for the influence of social experience on
variation in personality among members of a population,
before we finally argue that similar mechanisms might be
involved in producing trait variation in animal personality
and alternative behavioural tactics.
The intra-specific ecological niche
The concept of the ecological niche is a cornerstone of
ecological theory [15,16]. It suggests that the ecology of
individuals or species with similar requirements (i.e.
niches) is adjusted by ‘niche differentiation’ when they
occur sympatrically, thereby reducing conflict resulting
Glossary
Animal personality: consistent differences between individuals in their
behaviour across time and contexts [58].
Behavioural consistency: the behaviour of individuals remains stable over
time in the sense that each individual does not express the full range of
behavioural trait values present in its population [58]. This is reflected in an
intra-individual correlation when subjects are measured repeatedly in the same
context. As consistency is a relative measure applying to inter-individual
comparisons it has also been referred to as ‘differential consistency’ [60].
Character displacement: a niche shift of morphological, ecological, behavioural or physiological traits in individuals of sympatric species caused by
competition [79]. Here we apply this concept to niche diversification of
behavioural phenotypes among interacting conspecifics that result from
competition for the same social or ecological niche.
Ecological niche: the conditions and resources needed by an individual or
species in order to practice its way of life [15,16].
Social conflict: an interaction among conspecifics reflecting conflicting fitness
interests that is typically costly for the involved parties, because individuals act
on incompatible goals or interests [80]. Social conflicts result, for instance,
from competition for access to food, mates or other resources.
Social niche: the social conditions an individual needs to practice its way of
life. These conditions are shaped by interactions with conspecifics. Typically,
individuals can choose between different ‘social niche options’ or ‘social roles’
when adopting a social niche.
Social role: the realised behaviour or tactic an individual uses in response to
social challenges such as competing for food, space or mating partners. This is
equivalent to the ‘realised niche’ in ecological theory [16]. Examples for social
roles include dominant vs. subordinate positions in a hierarchy, philopatry vs.
dispersal, producing vs. scrounging, and different functions when tasks are
shared in cooperative species with division of labour. An inflexible status the
individual cannot choose or change, such as age, sex and life history state (e.g.
male, female, parent and offspring) are not considered ‘social roles’.
Social niche specialisation: a consistently different way to behave relative to
other individuals in a group or population resulting from choice of a particular
social role.
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Box 1. Three evolutionary riddles concerning animal
personality
Firstly, behaviour is generally expected to be flexible rather than
consistent over time in order to allow appropriate responses to
variation in environmental and social conditions. In contrast to this
expectation, many studies have shown that behaviour is often
remarkably consistent within individuals over time [2,5]. This is
apparent especially if the behaviour of individuals relative to one
another is concerned. In other words, the behaviour remains stable
over time in the sense that each individual expresses only a part of
the behavioural trait values present in a population, even if the
absolute level of behaviour of an individual somewhat fluctuates
[13]. Secondly, behavioural trait values of individuals in a population should evolve towards a mean optimal phenotype, i.e. evolved
traits should show little variance. However, recent research has
revealed that individuals in a population frequently differ substantially in their behavioural type [1–3,5,51,81,82]. Thirdly, independent
behavioural responses should be favoured over behavioural
correlations across functionally unrelated contexts, because uncoupled behaviours might allow for more adequate responses to
specific challenges. In contrast to this prediction, a number of
studies have shown that seemingly unrelated behaviours are often
correlated among each other [2,10,81,83–86]. A typical example is
the frequently found correlation between boldness and aggression,
which can depend on ecological factors such as the presence of
predators in a habitat [10].

from competition for food, space or other important
resources that are limiting. In other words, because of
competition for the same niche, different organisms ‘push’
each other away from their initial optimum by character
displacement. Hence, an organism’s ecology depends on
the presence of other organisms with a similar or overlapping niche. Traditionally, the concept of the ecological
niche has been employed to understand the evolution
and ecology of between-species differences [17,18]. However, it has also been used as an analogy to describe
between-individual differences within species or populations [19–22]. Particularly, the niche concept has been
applied in the context of intra-specific specialisation in diet
and habitat use [22], and as an analogy, of intraspecific
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social specialisation [2,23,24]. In the human personality
literature, a situation in which different individuals in the
same population create or encourage different sets of
experiences for themselves has been coined ‘niche construction’ [25].
The ecological niche concept deals with the response of
organisms to the distribution of resources and competitors,
or in other words, with the mechanisms by which individuals of different species resolve a conflict over resources.
Below, we review evidence for the idea that consistent
individual differences in behaviours within populations,
i.e. animal personality, can result from a similar process.
We propose that between individual consistency and behavioural diversification in one or multiple behaviours can
reflect individual specialisation in different social niches,
thereby reducing the conflict for resources among conspecifics (Box 2).
The social environment: a key factor for personality
evolution
The social environment is a crucial factor shaping behavioural traits and animal personality [2,5,11–14]. The
dynamics of social evolution are comparable to those of
host–parasite, predator–prey and interspecific mutualism
interactions, because social traits are both targets and
agents of selection [26]. However, a conceptual basis concerning the social factors involved in generating consistent
individual differences in behavioural traits and correlations among different behaviours is so far missing. Here
we suggest that (a) social conflict and (b) the simultaneous
presence of different social niche options are key factors
involved in the generation of animal personality.
(a) Social conflict is a ubiquitous evolutionary force,
existing, for instance, between the sexes [27], among
parents and offspring [28], between competitors for access
to mates [29] and for resources such as food, space and
shelter [30]. Given that conflict involves an increase in
interaction costs between the involved parties, mechanisms

Box 2. Components of social niche specialisation
Social niche specialisation comprises four components. (1) Individuals
try to adopt a certain social role (e.g. how to acquire resources),
depending on their phenotype, which includes individual idiosyncrasies such as size, condition or experience. (2) Conflict over resources
can lead to character displacement, i.e. individuals that cannot realise a
preferred social niche shift to an alternative option. (3) The social role
adopted by an individual can have long-lasting effects on its phenotype,
because experience canalises the behaviour by positive feedback. (4)
Selection favours diversification and consistency in behaviours if this
results in reduced conflict. Some examples can illustrate this:
(1) Role choice. Empirical evidence suggests that individuals with
particular behavioural tendencies adopt certain social niches. For
instance, shy individuals (measured as exploration propensity in a
novel environment) tended to be more gregarious when foraging
than others in sheep (Ovis aries) [87]. In common lizards (Lacerta
vivipara), independently measured variation of sociability of
juveniles was associated with their dispersal behaviour [52].
(2) Character displacement. In great tits (Parus major), fast explorers
(who also tend to be more aggressive) will only become dominant
in a group when they are rare [13]. Explorative individuals failing
to obtain a high rank are likely to end up in a low rank position,
while intermediate positions are occupied by slow explorers.

2

(3) Temporal consistency. Social experience can cause long-lasting
effects on behavioural phenotypes (Table 1). For instance, in a
cooperatively breeding fish (Neolamprologus pulcher), the
early post-larval social environment affects the social behaviours of juveniles [88]. Cross fostering experiments between
two different species of tits (Parus major and Cyanistes
caeruleus) resulted in lifelong feeding shifts of experimental
subjects [89].
(4) Conflict reduction. Variation among social partners in personality
traits can reduce the conflict potential and resulting fitness costs.
Interactions between pigs in resident–intruder tests resulted in less
injuries when one or both of two contestants were non-aggressive,
compared to when both were aggressive [90]. In guppies (Poecilia
reticulata), individuals in groups consisting of shy and bold types
were more likely to feed successfully than individuals in groups
composed only of either bold or shy individuals [91].
There is empirical evidence for niche preference, character
displacement, long-term effects of social experience, and cost
reduction by behavioural diversification. It remains to be established
whether and how these components interact in the generation and
maintenance of personality differences.
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Table 1. Experimental evidence suggesting social effects on personality and character displacement
Species

Social
environment
Group

Experimental
manipulation
Access to food

Context of
conflict
Foraging

House mouse
(Mus domesticus) 1

Siblings

Sex ratio of litters

Great tit (Parus major) 2

Siblings

Food rationing

Rainbow trout
(Onchorhyncus mykiss)
Guppy
(Poecilia reticulata)

Colony

Winner loser
experience
Rearing density

Sibling
composition
(sex-ratio)
Sibling
competition
Territorial
conflict
Competition
for food

Cichlid
(Neolamprologus pulcher)

Group

Sweat bee (Lasioglossum
ctenonomia [NDA-1])

Usually
breeding
solitarily

Rat (Rattus norvegicus)
‘Wistar’

1

Group

Selection line for long attack latency;

2

Rearing conditions
(with or without
dominants)
Induced nesting
association

Competition
for shelter
Nesting tasks

Change in
behaviour
Emergence of
producers and
scroungers
Attack latency /
behavioural
flexibility
Exploration
behaviour
Shyness towards
novel object
Sociability
(shoaling
tendency)
Aggressive and
submissive
behaviours
Induced division
of labour

Lasting effects
on behaviour
Not measured

References

No / Yes

[63]

Yes

[64]

Not measured

[93]

Not measured

[94]

Yes

[88]

Not measured

[40]

[92]

Selection line for exploration

reducing the scope of conflict should be favoured by selection. Intrinsic individual differences in behaviour among
social partners can reduce the scope for overt conflict, as
illustrated, for instance, by the coexistence of producers and
scroungers in resource acquisition [31–33]. Niche diversification of interacting behavioural phenotypes (‘social character displacement’) is hence a potential means of reducing
the costs of conflict, particularly when conflict results from
competition over resources.
(b) The social environment often provides different
options to cope with a problem. This has been studied
extensively in the context of alternative reproductive tactics, where intra- and inter-sexual selection can favour
divergent behavioural and morphological types within a
sex [34,35]. Alternative solutions to problems such as
acquiring food or other resources might also generate
diverging social niches, such as producers and scroungers
in resource use [33], hawks and doves in contest situations
[36], bold and shy explorers in a dispersal or foraging
context [37], cooperative and selfish partners in social
interactions [14], or individuals performing different tasks
in cooperative societies [38]. The emergence of different
social options for individuals of the same group or population results from (i) ecological parameters including the
distribution of resources, such as food, shelter and breeding opportunities; and (ii) the social conditions, such as a
hierarchy structure, variation in resource holding potential, or more generally, any spatial or temporal environmental variation allowing for alternative responses to a
social challenge, thereby creating multiple social niches.
Social conflict generating consistent individual
differences
Social conflict can select for the stable coexistence of different behavioural types, as has been shown with help of
evolutionary game theory [36]. Negative frequency dependence, which means that the rare type has an advantage,
can maintain alternative behavioural types in a population
[11], because it reduces conflict and associated costs. For
instance, if individuals can act either as producers (indi-

viduals acquiring resources) or as scroungers (individuals
exploiting resources made available by others), the scroungers will be more successful when they are rare compared
to producers. Conversely, producers will be more successful
when they become rare [33]. However, frequency dependence can maintain either a situation where individuals
perform alternative behaviours with certain probabilities
(i.e. their behaviour is not consistent), or where certain
proportions of individuals pursue divergent strategies consistently [11]. The social niche concept predicts that consistent individual differences should be favoured over
switching, because competition for niches makes the latter
more costly (Box 2). For instance, switching is costly if
alternative social roles are already occupied by others
preventing social partners from using that niche; such
as when owning a territory, reproducing within a group,
or performing certain tasks in species with division of
labour [39–41]. It is important to note that slight differences in individual idiosyncrasies might cause variation in
pay-offs associated with social interactions. Hence, the
adoption of an alternative role (e.g. if the preferred option
is taken by others) might yield higher fitness as compared
to engaging in costly contests. This is a much subtler and
less conspicuous form of competition compared to what we
usually associate with competition for social roles (e.g.
overt conflict). For instance, evidence shows that individuals of the same species can reduce the amount of conflict
by feeding on different types of food when competition for
food is high [22,42]. Similarly, individuals might also
reduce conflict by reducing social niche overlap. For
instance, in normally solitary sweat bees, experimental
nesting associations resulted in individuals specialised
either on excavation or nest guarding [40]. In Table 1
we list examples suggesting that social interaction resulting from competition can cause a lasting modification of
behavioural traits due to social character displacement.
In addition to the costs of conflict, switching to a different niche can require changes in physiology and behaviour
of the individual, which can be costly [43–45]. Switching
might become more and more constrained with increasing
3
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age if learning or physiological adjustments are required to
adopt a new role. For example, for philopatric individuals
specialised in resource defence in a known territory it
might be costly to develop sensory abilities and behaviours
needed to successfully explore alternative areas to which to
disperse [46]. Additionally, learning a social tactic can
increase the efficiency of using it [47]. Therefore, in contrast to the negative feedback mechanism favouring individuals that reduce the costs of conflict by adopting
different social roles (character displacement and negative
frequency dependence), a positive feedback mechanism can
favour behavioural consistency of individuals due to the
benefits of specialisation and the resulting costs of switching. Acting in concert these two feedback mechanisms
might generate behavioural divergence and consistency.
Social conflict generating behavioural correlations
Combinations of traits that work well together can be
favoured by correlational selection [48,49]. This has been
suggested to also explain certain correlations of personality traits [3,50,51]. We propose two processes generating
adaptive behavioural correlations across functional contexts.
(a) When social conflict causes individuals to occupy
different environments, environmental correlations can
select for particular trait combinations. For instance,
intraspecific competition can yield different dispersal
strategies, with some individuals avoiding high-density
conditions and others accepting a high density [52]. If
further ecological conditions, such as the distribution of
food or other resources differ systematically for individuals
pursuing these two strategies, the correlated ecological
challenges can select for adaptive trait combinations.
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With a graphical model we illustrate how social competition might generate the development of adaptive
correlations between behaviours (Figure 1). Imagine
resource competition among individuals and different
social solutions that reduce this conflict, e.g. producer
and scrounger strategies or hawk and dove tactics. Even
between genetically identical individuals, small initial
asymmetries will exist between them in state, capability,
condition or experience, so that the options to deal with
conflict depend on the individuals’ intrinsic genetic quality, developmental differences, and random effects (such
as their exposition to different microhabitats). Hence,
selection should favour individuals specialising by adopting a particular niche (Box 2), which will reduce interaction costs and at the same time create consistent
individual differences. Moreover, choosing a certain
option in response to an environmental or social challenge
will expose individuals to divergent environmental influences. Therefore, positive feedback based on experience
with a certain role might select for, or stabilise the behavioural specialisation in several traits. When individuals
act as producers, for instance because of their low competitive ability, this might affect how they deal with other
challenges (Figure 1), e.g. the need to be explorative in
order to find food, which will in turn increase predation
risk and hence the demands to be vigilant. In contrast,
scroungers might need to primarily focus on the behaviour of their conspecifics (potential producers) and
develop strategies to efficiently exploit their effort. Overall, cascading effects following from social specialisation
in one context might affect the behavioural options of
individuals in multiple environmental and social dimensions.

Figure 1. Strategic niche specialisation in multiple behaviours during ontogeny. Social conflict results in individuals choosing different social niches. Differently coloured
circles depict the behavioural responses towards different social or ecological challenges. The behaviour of individuals (represented by groups of three circles; sizes of
circles symbolise the intensity of the behaviours) is shaped by social competition and associated diverging ecological challenges. Behaviours are, for instance, aggression
at food patches (blue), exploration for food (orange) and predator vigilance (green), corresponding to environmental challenges depicted in the same colours (see legend
on bottom right). The right column specifies the processes in the graphical model that lead to individual specialisation in multiple behaviours.

4
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(b) Specialisation in a social role can affect the available
options in another context. For instance, individuals might
adopt a subordinate position in a hierarchy allowing them
to avoid overt conflict with social partners because this is
associated with less social stress [53]. Such individuals
might need to be more explorative than others to obtain
resources without being able to monopolise them [54],
which can result in a correlation between a tendency to
show submissive behaviour in encounters with group
members and a proactive exploration propensity. Division
of labour provides another example for how social roles
might favour different packages of behaviours [38]. For
instance, in cooperatively breeding species two alternative
life history strategies of subordinates are the option to
stay, help and queue for the breeding position, or to disperse early in order to breed independently [55]. Both
options are associated with divergent social and ecological
challenges and therefore should result in specific combinations of personality traits corresponding to the different
life-history trajectories. A study of cooperatively breeding
fish renders support for this prediction [39]. Helpers that
were consistently aggressive towards intruders (a prerequisite for defending an own territory) showed low levels
of territory maintenance (which only improves the natal
territory), but high levels of exploration behaviour (a prerequisite for dispersal).
Adaptive individual differences caused by
developmental plasticity
As with any biological feature, personality traits are produced by an interaction of genetic factors with the environment individuals encounter during different stages of life;
hence, the evolution of the phenotype can be regarded as
evolution of development [56]. In their developmental
pathway, plastic phenotypes constantly integrate experience with their environment, which cumulatively shapes
the behavioural phenotype. As the environment (social and
other) is never the same for different individuals, this
results in variation among individuals that is permanently
screened by selection, thereby feeding back on the genotype structure in a population [56,57]. Hence, development
(proximate causes) and selection (ultimate causes) are
complementary levels explaining the observed behavioural
variation [56]. Selection on phenotypic plasticity affects the
evolution of reaction norms (the range of phenotypes a
genotype produces in a given set of environments) [58] and
the ability to learn (allowing an individual to develop an
adaptive response to a novel challenge within its lifetime)
[59]. Our model of developmental social specialisation
(Figure 1) outlines possible mechanisms contributing to
behavioural adaptation and the evolution of animal personalities based on social interactions.
Social experience affecting the development of
personality
Social factors can shape personality, if experience has
lasting effects on the phenotype [60–62]. For instance, in
house mice early social experience (e.g. litter composition)
induces changes in the behaviours of adults [63]. Personality differences have also been shown to result from
sibling competition in birds [62,64] and mother–offspring
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interactions in rodents [61] and primates [65]. This
suggests that during early stages of development organisms are often flexible and susceptible to environmental
influences. Environmentally mediated traits can be stabilised later in ontogeny, for instance through organisational
effects of hormones or by a reduction of flexibility through
learning processes with long-lasting effects [56].
Extensive studies of human personality development
have investigated the puzzle of why children (including
twins) within the same family often show markedly different personalities [66]. Results suggest that the shared
environment (due to the same family setting) is often less
important for personality development than the ‘nonshared environment’ resulting, for instance, from differential interactions of children among each other or with
outsiders [66]. While it is difficult to determine the precise
nature of the non-shared environment [67], social niche
specialisation might be partly responsible for its effect. For
instance, studies of monozygotic (i.e. genetically identical)
conjoined (Siamese) twins often develop antithetic personalities even though they share the same environment
except for the other conjoined twin [68]. When one of the
two twins is extravert, open and conscientious, the other
twin tends to be more introvert, shy and lackadaisical.
Interestingly, the personalities of monozygotic conjoined
twins differ even more from each other than those of
independent monozygotic twins [68], which might exemplify the potential of niche diversification of behavioural
phenotypes by social character displacement.
Developmental niche specialisation does not necessarily
imply that personality prevails unchanged throughout life
[60]. Instead, major transitions (e.g. in developmental
stage or changes in the social environment) can lead to a
reorganisation of behaviour. In humans, for example,
changes in personality can still occur throughout adulthood; this potential reaches a plateau only at an age of
about 50 years, after which only small changes can be
detected [69].
Alternative social options: animal personality and
alternative tactics
Variation in animal personality within populations can
result from disruptive selection caused by social interactions, if divergent behaviour types provide higher fitness
prospects than intermediate types. This process causes bior multi-modal phenotype distributions and has been studied extensively in the context of alternative behavioural
and reproductive tactics [70,71]. Research in this field has
focused on the question of how different solutions to the
same problem can coexist within a population. For
instance, intra- and inter-sexual selection can favour divergent behavioural types within a sex [34,35]. Sometimes,
these differences are accompanied by morphological differences, which usually means that the (behavioural) phenotypes are fixed for life. However, this is often not the case.
In fact, the vast majority of known cases of alternative
tactics reflect conditional responses to momentary social
conditions [72,73]. Similarly, consistent individual differences in behaviour (i.e. personality) might sometimes correspond to a diversification into discrete social roles caused
by disruptive selection. For example, a dispersive role
5
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Box 3. Social niche specialisation: implications, predictions and future directions
There are various ways to test for the significance of social niches for
the development and evolution of animal personalities. An appropriate research program might focus on the following issues (among
others):
! The relationship between the proposed components of social niche
specialisation should be examined:
" Niche preference: how strong is the relationship between individual
predispositions, including the behavioural phenotype, and the
preferred social role?
" Character displacement: what is the significance of density and
frequency dependence for niche diversification of behavioural
phenotypes among interacting conspecifics?
" Long-term effects of social experience: is positive feedback (e.g.
effects of learning) responsible for temporal consistency of the
behavioural phenotype, and are other mechanisms involved?
" Fitness consequences: how does variation in personality traits in a
population affect the frequency and intensity of social conflict, and
how does this affect the fitness costs of involved individuals?
! The following predictions of the concept of social niche specialisation await experimental tests:
" Consistency in behavioural differences among individuals should
be greater at higher levels of social conflict, because this should

might require a high exploration propensity, while a philopatric role might be better associated with a low tendency
to explore. Likewise, resource monopolisation requires
high aggressiveness levels, while social parasitism might
favour submissiveness. In these and other contexts, intermediate types might yield lower fitness because they perform worse than the ‘specialists’ in either situation. In
other words, disruptive selection could favour that individuals occupying certain social roles are either aggressive
or reserved, responsive or unresponsive, explorative or
contained, pro-active or reactive, while behavioural ‘generalists’ might be penalised. However, as yet research on
animal personality has given little attention to the distribution of behavioural phenotypes within populations.
Hence it is unknown in most cases whether personality
types show a uni-, bi- or multi-modal distribution in a
population, and the potential role of disruptive selection
is obscure.
It is conceivable that similar evolutionary and developmental processes are involved in the generation of alternative tactics and personality variation. In principle,
selection for polymorphic characters involves threshold
traits [74]. These reflect the effects of quantitative trait
loci, where phenotype expression depends on whether a
‘liability’ value passes a threshold [75]. This has, for
example, been demonstrated for the expression of aggressive and non-aggressive male morphs in mites, in which
the threshold reaction norm was shifted by selection experiments [76]. Phenotype expression depending on
thresholds might also occur when changes of personality
traits result from particular types of experience exceeding
a threshold (e.g. traumatic effects, early social effects or
long term experience) [60]. Threshold traits often operate
during development, with abrupt changes between
alternative pathways at particular points, e.g. at a particular body size, producing different phenotypes on either side
of the threshold [77]. Hence, threshold traits could gener6

reduce conflict costs (the costs of niche overlap and switching
between alternatives should be higher at higher levels of conflict).
" High conflict levels should select for novel niches, i.e. social niche
construction [25,60].
" Social conflict concerning one context should influence behaviours
expressed in other functional contexts if social specialisation affects
the challenges individuals encounter in other ecological dimensions (Figure 1). Likewise, individuals pursuing alternative tactics
should also differ in personality, because of the commonly
diverging social and ecological challenges.
! Social niche theory of animal personality might explain why
distributions of behavioural phenotypes are often continuous and
unimodal: multidimensional social niche options might select for
fine-tuned specialisations due to multi-niche frequency dependence. Instead, the bi- or multi-modal trait distributions characterising species exhibiting alternative tactics hint at disruptive
selection in mainly one ecological dimension (e.g. [50]). This
potential difference between the occurrence of animal personalities
and distinctive alternative tactics should be addressed in future
studies.
! Studies of animal personality and alternative tactics would both
benefit from a better understanding of potential threshold mechanisms and developmental switches responsible for the generation of
diverging behavioural profiles.

ate lasting environmental effects on personality during
development, thereby triggering the expression of alternative life-history strategies. As developmental thresholds
have a genetic basis, trait expression is both conditional
and heritable, allowing alternative phenotypes to evolve
largely independently from each other [35]. This greatly
increases the scope for the evolution of different phenotypes [56]. Importantly, the thresholds or developmental
switch points involved in phenotype determination are
subject to selection and adaptive evolution due to their
genetic basis [78]. The potential similarities and overlap of
mechanisms responsible for the evolution of animal
personality and alternative tactics suggest that a stronger
link between research on animal personality and concepts
developed in the study of alternative tactics would be
worthwhile (Box 3).
Conclusions
The framework of social niche specialisation provides an
adaptive explanation for the existence of animal personality differences among individuals in a social context
based on the dynamic effects of interactions between individuals throughout life. It rests on the assumption that
individuals increase their fitness by choosing behavioural
strategies that reduce conflict with other members of the
same population. Selection should favour traits providing
effective solutions for social conflict. Behavioural consistency might serve to diminish conflict among conspecifics
because it reduces niche overlap between individuals using
the same resources, which is arguably the most important
source of social conflict.
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